WAYS INTRODUCTION TO PLAYER FORMATIONS
The following is a summary presentation of some basic player formations for 6v6,
8v8 and 11v11 play. Formations are always presented with defensive numbers
first, then midfield, then forwards.
At the 6v6 level kids begin to learn the concept of playing positions rather than
the bee-hive play of micro soccer. The 2-1-2 is the simplest formation to teach.
At the 8v8 level there are 2 extra players and opportunity to better learn the three
lines of play (forward, midfield and defense).
At the 11v11 level players take on the challenge of adapting to the large field.
The 4-3-3 is the best beginning formation as there are more clearly defined roles
for the forwards and midfielders and it provides the best coverage of the three
zones of play (forward, midfield and defense). Other formations utilize less
defined roles for forwards and midfielders which provide the opportunity for
player and team creativity.
The DVD, Systems of Play, (available in the library) is an excellent presentation
of the 11v11 game and positional approaches and responsibilities.

6v6 PLAYER FORMATIONS
2-1-2
This is the most common formation. Best at covering the field and creating support (triangles)
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 Two forwards, one midfielder, two defenders.
 Midfielder plays between forwards and defenders. Form triangles.
 Typically the team’s better players take turns playing the midfield position
Players attached by invisible rope so they move up and down the field together.
 When team is in offensive half, you want your defenders following play up
to the midfield line, not staying back with the goalie having tea!!
 When the ball is you the defensive half, you want your forwards coming
back to mark the opposing defenders, on the goal side (position between
the defender and your goal!)
Wings go Wide. When you have possession of the ball, wings should go wide
(all the way to the sideline!) to open up the field of play.
Variation of the 2-1-2 is a 2-2-1 which is a more defensive setup. Single forward
is like a striker in the 11v11 game. Ideally is a speedy player who can come back
and cover both defenders if opposition is playing with two defenders

3-2 (umbrella)
The danger with this formation is that can end up being a 1-2-2 with a lone defender
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 Outside defenders play combination defender/midfield position.
 Middle defender is like a sweeper in 11v11 game. Needs to be a better
player

8v8 PLAYER FORMATIONS
3-3-1
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 Strongest formation for defense.
 Single forward is like a striker in the 11v11 game.
 Outside midfielders play offense and defense. Center midfielder is a
distributor
 Outside defenders can fill into midfield on attack. Center defender always
stays back
 Defenders follow play out of defensive zone to shorten the field (offsides)
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 Two forwards provide clearer offensive responsibility
 Midfielder play more of a support role
 Center midfielder needs to play strong defense in middle of field.
Variation of the 2-3-2 is a 3-2-2 which strengthens defense but provides one less
player on offense
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 More offensive than 3-3-1.
 Single forward is like a striker in the 11v11 game.
 Tries to control the game by packing the midfield with players.

11v11 PLAYER FORMATIONS
4-3-3
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 Best beginning 11v11 formation.
 Provides clearly defined roles and positional strength across the field
 Strongest players play the middle positions (Striker, Center Mid, Stopper,
Sweeper)
 Ideally defenders have good speed. Stopper and Defenders should have
specific marking assignments Sweeper should be an extra defender
providing support to other defenders.
 Defenders follow play out of defensive zone to shorten the field (offsides)
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4-4-2 Two forwards play as a pair. Combine with midfielders to provide offense
Outside midfielders need to play both offense and defense – a lot of running.
They are the outside option when on offense. Center midfielders can play side by
side or one more offensive and the other more defensive
3-5-2 Center mid is a more offensive position. Defensive ctr mids move up to
support the midfielders in the offensive end.

